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for the "going in" of the sun, in the evening, and the verb away with the miraculous character of the event in farj' for its coiiiing out," in the morning. The Baby- as it involves the solar system and the law of gravitationlonian uses the same word for the "coining out' of the sun, It is true, also, that it runs counter to Jewish exegesis andbut uses c;Tbu ( from which the Hebrew derives 'crcb, its to all the ancient versions, except perhaps the Greek, whichterni for evening) to denote the 'going in," at sunset. With is somewhat ambiguous and difficult of explanation Notthis in mind, we can understand what Ben Sira means withstanding this, I confess to a feeling of relief, as farwhen ho says that through Joshua the sun stood, one (lay as I myself am concerned, that I shall no longer feel myselfhcconnng like two. 1-Ic means apparently that the day of forced by a strict exegesis to believe that the Scripturesthe battle had two comings out of the sun, one at sunrise (each that there actually occurred a miracle involving soand the other at midday, when it came out from behind tremendous a reversal of all the laws of gravitation Jthe moon; and that it had two goings-in, one when it went can readily be understood how the Jewish interpreters ofin behind the moon and the other at sunset. later times, either through ignorance, or because of theirThis translation shows us, moreover, how Jehovah fought overwhelming desire to magnify their own importance in thefor Israel. It was not merely with storm and hail that the scheme of the universe, should have embraced the opportunjenemy was discomfited, but his very gods were compelled fy that the ambiguous terms of this purely scientific accountto hide their faces at noonday. At the prayer of Israel's afforded them to enhance the magnitude of the divine inleader, both of their chief deities, the sun and the moon, terference in their behalf. But for us today there lieswere darkened, or eclipsed. So, as we can well imagine in this passage the more useful lesson of faith in Godwould be the case, they were terrified beyond measure, think- as the answerer of prayer. How stupendous Was thebig that the end of all things had come; and they were dis- faith of Joshua as shown in his prayer! How immecomfited and smitten and turned and fled. diate and complete was God's answer to that prayer!Herodotus tells of an eclipse of the sun which occurred hlc who knew beforehand what Joshua would ask, hadduring a battle between the Lydians and the Medes, that iiiale all preparations to grant his request For His arescared both o Jie combatants so much that they stopped hearts and stars, and darkness and light, and faith andfighting and made an immediate peace.' Later, after Xerxes 1'C and victory, excelling in their lasting glory all thehad assembled his army for the invasion of Greece, an tm!isieflt miracles of standing suns. Lastly, mark that theeclipse took place while he was still at Sardis which terrified inspired writer says that it was the

extraordinary answer tohim to such an extent, that only after a favorable interpre- tile prayer of a man that made that clay at Gibeon to betation of the eclipse by the Magi, who affirmed that it unlike every other day before or since. In following hismeant the destruction of the Greeks, would he proceed with interpretation of its significance, let us test contenthis undertaking.' So, also, our best modern observers tell would suggest the following translation:us how all nature seems terrified by an eclipse, and how
they, in spite of themselves, could not suppress a feeling

'Be eclipsed, 0 S in Gibeon,
And thotj mooj1 in the valley of Ajalon!of dread in the presence of this appalling phenomenon.

It will be perceived that the translation suggested does '11(1 the sun was eclipsed and the moon turned back, whilethe nation was avenged on its enemies Is it not writtenJ" , 103. - VII. 7. upon the book of Jashar?
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